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Both sides in the debate assume free-market capitalism can be reduced to tax cuts, deregulation, 

and free trade. That assumption is false. 

There has been no shortage of “what happened and what comes next” analyses since last 

November. What do we make of President Trump’s unexpected 2016 victory and close defeat in 

2020? To what extent did these outcomes depend on Trump’s unique personality, media 

attention, Hillary Clinton’s unpopularity, or Joe Biden’s perceived moderation? And how much 

credit — or blame — should we assign to Trump’s policies and his questioning of Republican 

economic orthodoxy? 

On that last question, reform conservatives have been having their moment in the sun. On the 

night of the election, Sen. Josh Hawley infamously tweeted: “We are a working class party now. 

That’s the future.” Sen. Marco Rubio gave a speech on “common-good capitalism” questioning 

the “right to return money to shareholders” and criticizing Republicans for supposedly neglecting 

the “rights of workers to share in the benefits they create.” 

Conservative writers and activists now routinely attack the “free-market fundamentalism” that 

allegedly infects the American right, and there is an entire think tank dedicated to “liberating” 

the right from it. Family policy is so in vogue among conservatives that Republicans now 

argue over who has the better approach to handing parents tax dollars. 

The animating tenet behind these efforts is that the right must abandon its traditional 

commitment to the “free-market orthodoxy” of free trade, tax cuts, and deregulation. Instead, it is 

said, conservatives should support “pro-family” policies, vocational education, and industrial 

policy. 

Traditional Republicans have been pushing back, however. In a Wall Street Journal op-ed, Nikki 

Haley attacked those pursuing “watered-down or hyphenated” capitalism with tax credits and 

subsidies. She ends with a call to “double down on capitalism.” 

Both sides in this debate assume free-market capitalism can be reduced to tax cuts, deregulation, 

and free trade. That assumption is false. The traditional conservative messaging and policy 

platform does not epitomize capitalism, and reform conservativism is not a major deviation from 

it. 

https://twitter.com/hawleymo/status/1323835709753593858?lang=en
https://www.rubio.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/6d09ae19-8df3-4755-b301-795154a68c59/C58480B07D02452574C5DB8D603803EF.final---cua-speech-11.5.19.pdf
https://twitter.com/esaagar/status/1270014931765780482
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-02-28/nikki-haley-says-the-free-market-isn-t-free-enough?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTnpReE5EVmtNV1k1TmpBeSIsInQiOiJvY044SUVPR05ZUWdKYVR5ditvd3BPUXFPazRBMEdXY0tsRXBNWXFYbWNOanp5bDU3U051U290SUR4OWlnXC9vOGJJY2x0TXN5V1BSMzIwWTdNQ1VBSFU5elZEK0lkYllBS1JVZ0tZOFdJV2lPMTBZWUR4MUJYQ1NORWoxWFwvbmp6In0%3D
https://americancompass.org/essays/the-three-deadly-sins-of-the-right/
https://americancompass.org/
https://twitter.com/marcorubio/status/1364016905435164672
https://twitter.com/marcorubio/status/1364016905435164672
https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/22264520/mitt-romney-checks-parents-4200
https://www.rubio.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/2019/7/rubio-lee-2018-tax-data-proves-expanded-child-tax-credit-benefitted-millions-of-american-families
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/united-states/2021-02-12/new-conservatism-free-market
https://www.newsweek.com/conservatives-looking-new-direction-should-embrace-family-policy-opinion-1567699
https://www.wsj.com/articles/this-is-no-time-to-go-wobbly-on-capitalism-11582739248


Rubio’s exhortations that “the market is a means to an end” and “the purpose of the economy is 

to serve people” is not a revolutionary new approach to capitalism. It isn’t common-good 

capitalism. It is plain, ordinary capitalism. 

Every successful private-sector firm must continually explain how its products add customer 

value. Companies don’t craft sales messages around their internal processes and tools because 

customers don’t care about those things. In a similar way, Republicans who tout tax cuts and 

deregulation as ends in themselves show they don’t understand capitalism as how it is practiced. 

Consider this article from the Cato Institute, where Ryan Bourne and Oliver Wiseman deride 

reform conservative policies because the standard platform does more to help the working class. 

They conclude: “Those serious about building a working-class party should be honest about 

which policies actually help American workers, as opposed to just ‘appealing’ to them.” 

But firms spend enormous time and effort “appealing” to their customers. Companies invest 

heavily in sales and marketing, update their product offerings over time, reprioritize their 

roadmap in response to customer demand, and so on. Those that don’t engage in such tasks often 

fail and deserve that outcome. Similarly, the traditional right often fails to because they don’t 

even try to appeal to their customers this way. For all their love of capitalism, they ironically 

prove themselves to be bad capitalists. 

A theoretical idea of a good product is not the same as actually selling one, and adding customer 

value is the most important goal. These are boilerplate facts of capitalism some conservatives 

seem unaware of. 

So-called reform conservatives also made their case harder by agreeing to the false premise that 

capitalism equals tax cuts and deregulation. Family policy shouldn’t have to be framed as a “new 

direction” because increasing customer value should always have been what conservatives were 

driving at. 

Positioning a discrete set of policies as a capitalist revolution has given traditional conservatives 

an easy out. The Nikki Haley’s of the world get to hide behind abstract defenses of capitalism 

without having to defend their limited offering and poor marketing. 

Traditional conservatives find it much easier to cite Friedrich Hayek and Milton Friedman than 

explain why they have nothing to say about paid family leave. A cramped product portfolio of 

tax cuts and deregulation would — does — shed customers in a competitive market, a critical 

fact that gets lost partly because reformers overindulge in philosophical theorizing. 

Reform conservatives deliberately chose to frame their policies in opposition to free-market 

orthodoxy, when they should have made the precisely different choice. Instead, they should have 

embraced the language of capitalism to promote the same policies. There is a market for reform 

approaches to family policy, higher education, and vocational training. 

Here is a response to the challenge made by assume embracing family policy makes one anti-

capitalist: There’s an economic system where successful firms must continually iterate their 

product offerings to meet customer needs; where the cost of business means they create features 

customers demand, not what the engineering team demands; where sales and marketing aren’t 

afterthoughts, but a core function that explains how their products add value; and where they 

may painfully retire old products to make space for new ones as the market evolves. 

https://www.rubio.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/press-releases?ContentRecord_id=491E060A-7EEB-4598-9A2B-E22F3255953A
https://www.cato.org/commentary/what-policies-are-really-interests-working-class
https://www.newsweek.com/conservatives-looking-new-direction-should-embrace-family-policy-opinion-1567699
https://www.newsweek.com/conservatives-looking-new-direction-should-embrace-family-policy-opinion-1567699
https://thefederalist.com/2019/06/13/make-america-great-right-needs-learn-run-bureaucracies/
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/product-life-cycle-management.asp#:~:text=Product%20lifecycle%20management%20(PLM)%20refers,and%20the%20marketing%20of%20it.
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/cover_story/2016/02/donald_trump_killed_the_gop_here_s_how_republicans_can_bring_it_back_to.html
https://www.pewresearch.org/social-trends/2017/03/23/americans-widely-support-paid-family-and-medical-leave-but-differ-over-specific-policies/


That system is called free-market capitalism. 

 


